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We analyze dynamical heterogeneities in a simulated ‘‘bead-spring’’ model of a nonentangled,
supercooled polymer melt. We explore the importance of chain connectivity on the spatially
heterogeneous motion of the monomers. We find that when monomers move, they tend to follow
each other in one-dimensional paths, forming strings as previously reported in atomic liquids and
colloidal suspensions. The mean string length is largest at a time close to the peak time of the mean
cluster size of mobile monomers. This maximum string length increases, roughly in an exponential
fashion, on cooling toward the critical temperature TMCT of the mode-coupling theory, but generally
remains small, although large strings involving ten or more monomers are observed. An important
contribution to this replacement comes from directly bonded neighbors in the chain. However,
mobility is not concentrated along the backbone of the chains. Thus, a relaxation mechanism in
which neighboring mobile monomers along the chain move predominantly along the backbone of
the chains, seems unlikely for the system studied. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.
#DOI: 10.1063/1.1597473$

I. INTRODUCTION

Many liquids supercooled below the melting temperature
Tm transform into a glass, a solid phase without long-range
structural order, at the glass transition temperature Tg . The
liquid well above Tg and the amorphous solid below Tg are
structurally similar, yet their dynamics are very different. In
the temperature interval Tg!T!Tm the relaxation time
slows dramatically on cooling, typically by more than ten
orders of magnitude.1–3

A contributing factor for this dramatic change in the liq-
uid dynamics may be attributed to the caging and the result-
ing emergence of spatially heterogeneous dynamics upon
cooling toward Tg .4–7 The term ‘‘dynamic heterogeneity’’
means that the amorphous packing in the supercooled state

engenders aggregates !‘‘subensembles’’" of particles with en-
hanced or reduced mobility relative to the average on inter-
mediate time scales. These high and low mobility regions
fluctuate throughout the sample with a finite lifetime.

To test this idea experimentally several techniques, such
as multidimensional NMR,8,9 optical bleaching,10 nonreso-
nant spectral hole burning11 or solvation dynamics,12 have
been applied to a variety of glass formers !for reviews see
Refs. 4–6". These experiments show that it is possible to
select subensembles of slow or fast particles close to Tg .
Although the possibility of detecting such subsets suggests
that the fast or slow particles may be spatially correlated,
direct evidence of this is difficult to extract by these experi-
mental approaches.4,13

Information on this correlation has, however, become ac-
cessible in recent experiments on colloidal suspensions.14,15
Colloidal suspensions undergo a glass transition driven by
density,16 which, for hard-sphere colloids, is well described
by the idealized mode-coupling theory !MCT".17–20 Indi-
vidual particle trajectories can be monitored by confocal
spectroscopy.14,15 This new technique provides the same in-
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formation as computer simulations on atomic liquids. By
scaling the time scales of the colloidal system and the simu-
lated system by a common characteristic relaxation time
!such as the %-relaxation time", the dynamics of the two
systems may be compared. The experiments of Ref. 14 re-
vealed that the fastest particles form clusters whose size in-
creases as the glass transition is approached. These findings
closely agree with the results obtained from computer simu-
lations of various model glass formers,7 such as binary
soft-spheres21 and Lennard-Jones !LJ" mixtures,22–24 poly-
mer melts,25 and water26 !see also Refs. 27–29 for related
work on two- and three-dimensional hard spheres as well as
Ref. 30 for dynamical heterogeneities in a LJ-mixture below
Tg).

In this paper we analyze molecular dynamics simula-
tions of a nonentangled polymer melt above its glass transi-
tion temperature. We study the commonly employed finitely
extensible nonlinearelastic !FENE" bead-spring model of lin-
ear polymer chains, each containing N"10 monomers. Our
results are based on molecular dynamics simulations of
102–120 chains, depending on temperature. We study an iso-
baric path with pressure p"1 for 10 temperatures in the
range 0.46&T&1.0. These temperatures correspond to
monomer densities ranging between 1.04'('0.91. The
simulations were performed in the canonical ensemble using
a Nosé–Hoover thermostat. Further simulation details can be
found in Refs. 31–33. For reference, we quote the critical
temperature of ideal mode coupling theory, TMCT"0.450
#0.005.34–36

This model has been extensively investigated in the su-
percooled regime above TMCT .34–38 In this temperature re-
gime, the liquid exhibits dynamical heterogeneities. This was
evidenced by two approaches. The first consisted in calculat-
ing spatial correlations between the displacements of differ-
ent monomers via a ‘‘displacement–displacement’’ correla-
tion function.31 Reference 31 showed that the strength of
these correlations, as measured by a generalized susceptibil-
ity given by the volume integral of the displacement–
displacement correlation function, depends on time, is largest
for times in the %-relaxation regime, and grows on cooling
toward TMCT . The susceptibility was found to follow a
power law behavior, exhibiting an apparent divergence at
TMCT . Moreover, the time scale corresponding to the maxi-
mum in the susceptibility increases with decreasing T as a
power law, following the same scaling with T$TMCT as the
diffusion coefficient, which is characterized by an exponent
less than that of the %-relaxation time.

These findings were supported by a second approach25
which identified clusters of highly mobile particles and ana-
lyzed their size distribution as a function of time and tem-
perature close to TMCT . There it was demonstrated that the
mobile monomers form clusters that are largest when mea-
sured over a characteristic time scale tclu

max in the late-)/
early-% regime. The time scale tclu

max appears to diverge as a
power law with T$TMCT , with an exponent smaller than
that of the diffusion coefficient. Furthermore, it was found
that the cluster size distribution approaches a power law as
T!TMCT from above.25

The nature of dynamical heterogeneity studied in this

system in terms of the displacement–displacement correla-
tion function or the cluster analysis agrees closely with that
in simple LJ mixtures.22–24 In the LJ system, the nature of
cooperative motion was further investigated, and it was dis-
covered that particles follow each other in quasi-one-
dimensional paths. This analysis has not been performed for
a polymer system. In particular, it is interesting to ask
whether, if strings exist, chain connectivity plays any role.
Therefore the goals of this work are twofold: !i" To ascertain
the tendency !or lack thereof" for monomers in the super-
cooled melt to follow each other in stringlike paths, and !ii"
to study the influence of chain connectivity on dynamical
heterogeneity and strings.

This paper addresses polymer-specific relaxation proper-
ties of polymer melts via detailed analysis of the motion of
bonded and nonbonded monomers. To this end, we have con-
siderably extended the simulations of Refs. 25 and 31 to
longer times at the lowest and the highest temperatures, and
we investigated spatial correlations in the motion of the
highly mobile monomers, as in Refs. 22–24. The paper is
organized as follows: Section II reviews the mean square
displacement and non-Gaussian parameter for polymer
chains and for monomers !chain segments". These quantities
are useful reference points for the subsequent analysis. In
Sec. III we present a detailed analysis of the dynamic prop-
erties and cooperative motion in the melt. In this section we
demonstrate the occurrence of stringlike motion and investi-
gate the influence of chain connectivity on this motion. A
summary of the main results is given in Sec. IV.

II. DYNAMICS OF THE MELT
A. Mean-square displacements

The change in dynamics on cooling can be observed by
examining the mean-square displacement !MSD" of a mono-
mer g0(t) and of the center-of-mass of a chain g3(t)

g0! t ""*#ri! t "$ri!0 "$2+, g3! t ""*#Rc! t "$Rc!0 "$2+. !1"

Here, *•+ denotes the canonical ensemble average, ri(t) is the
position of monomer i at time t , and Rc(t) is the position of
the center-of-mass of chain c at time t . These quantities are
shown in Fig. 1.

At short times, g0(t),t2 for all temperatures !regime of
ballistic motion". At T"1, we observe subdiffusive behavior
for longer times, g0,tx (x!0.65). This subdiffusive behav-
ior can be attributed to chain connectivity which determines
the monomer dynamics for g0%1 ("one monomer
diameter".34,38 If g0 is comparable to the size of the chain,
free diffusion sets in (g0,t).

At low temperature, this scenario is interrupted by an
intermediate time window where g0 increases slowly !‘‘pla-
teau regime’’". The plateau reflects a temporary localization
of the monomers by their nearest neighbors !‘‘cage’’" be-
cause g0 is of the order of 10% of the monomer diameter (g0
is close to 6r0,c

2 with r0,c!0.09534,35". The intermediate time
window encompassing the plateau and initial relaxation
away from it is known as the ‘‘)-regime’’ in MCT.2 It
precedes the final structural relaxation known as the ‘‘%-
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regime.’’ In the %-regime a monomer begins to move subdif-
fusively due to the bonding to its neighbors and finally
diffuses freely as soon as g0&Re

2 (Re"end-to-end distance".
Relative to g0 , the MSD of the center-of-mass is sup-

pressed by about a factor of 1/N in the )-regime. For longer
times g3 directly crosses over to free diffusion. There is no
intervening subdiffusive regime because the center-of-mass
is not subject to chain connectivity. These findings are in
good agreement with recent theoretical predictions.39

B. Non-Gaussian parameter

In the limit t!0, the monomers move ballistically, and
hence the self-part of the van Hove correlation function
Gs(r,t), which is the probability for finding a particle at a
distance r at time t , is proportional to the Maxwell–
Boltzmann distribution,40 which has a Gaussian form. In the
opposite limit t!- , the polymers behave as if they were
isolated Brownian particles subjected to a heat bath, and
hence diffuse freely. Due to chain connectivity the mono-
mers must follow the diffusive motion of the center-of-mass,
and Gs(r,t) is again Gaussian.

At intermediate times, however, there may be deviations
from Gaussian behavior. A possible means to measure these
deviations is the non-Gaussian parameter %2(t)40

%2! t ""
3*#ri! t "$ri!0 "$4+
5*#ri! t "$ri!0 "$2+2

$1, !2"

where ri(t) is the position of monomer i at time t . Similar to
%2(t), which quantifies deviations of the monomer dynamics
from Gaussian behavior, one can also measure these devia-
tions for the chain motion by calculating a non-Gaussian
parameter %2

p(t) for the polymers as

%2
p! t ""

3*#Rc! t "$Rc!0 "$4+
5*#Rc! t "$Rc!0 "$2+2

$1, !3"

where Rc(t) is the position of the center-of-mass of chain c
at time t .

By definition, the non-Gaussian parameters vanish in the
limits t!0 and t!- . Otherwise, they are bounded from
below because the mean-quartic displacement is always
larger than or equal to the square of the mean-square dis-
placement #%2(t),%2

p(t)'$0.4$ . A negative value of the pa-
rameter means that the particles move on average less far
than expected for a random walk, whereas a positive value
implies that they move farther. The latter case is often ob-
served in computer simulations41–46 and experiments14,15,47
on glass-forming liquids.

Figure 2 shows %2(t) and %2
p(t). With increasing time

the amplitude of %2(t) and %2
p(t) increases to a maximum

value which occurs at t%2* for %2(t) and at t%2p
* for %2

p(t).
Notice that the peak height is larger for %2(t) than for %2

p(t)
and that t%2* and t%2p

* are different. t%2p
* is shifted by about half

a decade to longer times for T&0.52. Furthermore, a com-
parison of t%2* and tclu

max !Ref. 25" indicates that both time
scales occur in the late-)/early-% relaxation regime, but that
tclu
max slightly precedes t%2* . There is a priori no reason why

FIG. 1. Time-dependence of the MSD of all monomers, g0(t), for all T
studied and of the MSD of the center-of-mass, g3(t), at T"0.46 !shown by
!" #see Eq. !1"$. Temperature decreases from the left (T"1) to the right
(T"0.46) in the figure. The lowest temperature is slightly above TMCT
!0.45 !Refs. 34–36". The dashed horizontal lines indicate 6r0,c

2 !Linde-
mann localization length r0,c!0.095) and the values of the radius of gyra-
tion Rg

2 ("2.09) and of the end-to-end distance Re
2 ("12.3). The filled

circles !"" for T"0.46,0.5,0.55,0.7,1 mark the values of g0 that correspond
to the time t%2* where the non-Gaussian parameter %2 is maximum !see Fig.
2". The solid line labeled ,t0.65 shows an effective power law describing the
data in the regime 1!g0!Re

2 , where the connectivity between the mono-
mers dominates the dynamics !Ref. 38". Two other solid lines indicate the
behavior in the ballistic regime (,t2) and the diffusion of the center-of-
mass (6Dt).

FIG. 2. Non-Gaussian parameter of the monomers %2(t) !upper panel" and
of the center-of-mass of the polymers %2

p(t) !lower panel" vs time for dif-
ferent temperatures. %2(t) and %2

p(t) are defined in Eqs. !2" and !3". The
temperature ranges from the high-T , normal liquid state above onset of
caging (T"1; thick dashed lines in both panels", to the supercooled state of
the melt slightly above TMCT!0.45 (T"0.46; thick dash-dotted lines". Tem-
perature decreases from the bottom curve to the top curve in both panels.
The dashed horizontal line ("0.043) in the upper panel indicates a possible
intermediate plateau toward which all %2(t)-curves could converge. This
line is also included in the lower panel. The two vertical lines in the upper
panel indicate the times tclu

max where clusters are maximum for T"0.46 at
tclu
max"65.85 !dashed line" and for T"0.55 at tclu

max"7.22 !straight line".
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this particular non-Gaussian parameter and the mean cluster
size should peak at the same time. However, with improved
statistics, the previous estimates of tclu

max may shift closer to
t%2* . In our subsequent analysis, we will mainly refer to t%2*
when comparing different time scales.

The small amplitude of %2
p(t) may be attributed to the

difference in packing of the monomers and of the chains. The
monomers of our model exhibit an oscillatory pair-
distribution function g(r)35 whose shape and range are very
similar to those found in simple dense liquids. In contrast to
that, the pair-distribution function gcm(r) for the centers-of-
mass is fairly structureless, and resembles the g(r) of a
gas.48,49 This reflects the fact that polymers are soft, strongly
interpenetrating objects and that the effective interaction be-
tween the centers-of-mass is weak. If this interaction were
zero, there would be no resulting force on the center-of-
mass. Then, the chain would diffuse freely !outside the bal-
listic regime". The small, nonzero %2

p(t) at T"1 may thus be
related to a weak force arising from the presence of other
chains in the volume occupied by a polymer.50

On cooling the melt toward TMCT a pronounced maxi-
mum in time occurs for both non-Gaussian parameters. Since
gcm(r) is !nearly" temperature independent,48 the maximum
of %2

p cannot be attributed to enhanced interchain interac-
tions at low T . The similarity between %2 and %2

p rather
suggests that the coupling between monomer and chain
dynamics39 drives the behavior of %2

p(t). If the monomers of
a chain are trapped in their cages and prevented from mov-
ing, the center-of-mass cannot move either. On the other
hand, if a sufficient number of monomers move far during
the time t , a large displacement of the center-of-mass results.
As many monomers of the same chain are involved in this
motion, a large displacement of the center-of-mass should
take a longer time than for a single monomer. This explains
why t%2p

* is larger than t%2* .
In addition to the maximum, %2 shows two conspicuous

features: First, there is a small, temperature independent step
at t.0.1. This time corresponds to the crossover of the
monomer mean-square displacement !MSD" g0(t) from the
ballistic to the plateau regime. The step can be more or less
pronounced, depending on the microscopic properties of the
system studied.42,45,46,51 Second, %2(t) relaxes toward a pla-
teau at long times before decaying to zero. This behavior is
clearly visible for T"1.0, while lower T are only indicative
of a similar trend. Figure 2 suggests that the plateau value is
the same for all T , but that the time when it is reached
increases on cooling. For T"1 the plateau is attained when
the MSD of all monomers is .1, and this occurs at t.10.
For T"0.46, the plateau is only reached if t%105. This time
corresponds to displacements of the order of the chain size
for T"0.46, i.e., Rg

2'g0'Re
2 (Rg and Re refer to the radius

of gyration and the end-to-end distance of a polymer chain,
respectively". Because the motion of the monomers becomes
diffusive for g0&Re

2 , one can speculate that the length of the
plateau decreases with decreasing T .

For all T the plateau occurs if g0%1. This corresponds to
times where the Rouse model52 is believed to describe the
dynamics of nonentangled chains in the melt.53 In this model

the displacements of the monomers and of the chains follow
a Gaussian distribution, in which case, %2(t) and %2

p(t)
should vanish at all times. The finite value of the plateau
points to small, but systematic deviations from Rouse behav-
ior. This value is approximately the same for both %2 and
%2
p , and roughly agrees with the maximum of %2

p found at
T"1. The latter observation could imply that the occurrence
of the plateau is related to the weak interactions between the
centers of mass alluded to above.

In summary, the interpretation of Fig. 2 suggests that
deviations from Gaussian behavior in our model might have
two origins: The weak, temperature independent interaction
between the centers-of-mass leads to small deviations in the
long-time subdiffusive regime. Preceding the subdiffusive re-
gime strong, T-dependent deviations occur due to the caging
and subsequent correlated motion of monomers as observed
in dense simple atomic liquids and colloids. This drives the
sluggish glasslike relaxation of the monomer and, as a con-
sequence, also that of the center-of-mass. Our subsequent
analysis will focus on this correlated nature of the monomer
dynamics.

III. INVESTIGATION OF SPATIALLY CORRELATED
MOTION
A. Definition of mobility

We investigate the nature of the spatial correlations in
monomer displacements as in Refs. 25 and 31 by focusing on
the motion of the most mobile monomers in a given time.
Following Ref. 25, we identify highly mobile monomers as
those 6.5% of monomers with the largest scalar displacement
at t/ . In this definition, the mobility of a monomer at any
time t/ is characterized by calculating the magnitude of its
displacement within t/ :

/ i! t/"""ri! t/"$ri!0 "". !4"

Other similar choices have been discussed elsewhere,24 but
these alternate choices of mobility do not qualitatively affect
our results.

B. Mean-square displacement of mobile monomers

We first characterize the motion of the mobile monomer
subset, and investigate how that motion is affected by the
choice of t/ . To this end, we calculate a specially defined
MSD g0,m(t/ ,t), which calculates the MSD, as a function of
time, of a subset of monomers that are identified to be highly
mobile in a specific time window t/ ,

g0,m! t/ ,t ""
1

0.065V # 0
i!Mm(t/)

#ri! t "$ri!0 "$2$ . !5"

Here, Mm(t/) denotes the subset of mobile monomers at
time t/ in the melt comprised of M monomers. For all times
the number of elements in Mm(t/), 0.065V , remains fixed,
although the composition of the subset changes with t/; at
different times different monomers will be among the 6.5%
with the largest displacement. By fixing t/ and varying t we
fix this composition for all t and follow the motion of only
those monomers that have been found to be mobile at t/ .
However, we can also calculate the MSD of the mobile
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monomers g0,m(t), as done in Ref. 25; this corresponds to
the choice t/"t in Eq. !5". In that case, the composition of
the subset may vary for different times.

Figures 3!a" and 3!b" compare g0,m(t) with g0(t) at T
"1 and T"0.46. Qualitatively, g0(t) and g0,m(t) exhibit the
same behavior at both temperatures. However, there are
quantitative differences. As expected, the mobile particles
always move significantly farther than the average. At early
and very late times, the ratio g0,m(t)/g0(t) is approximately
3.14 #Fig. 3!c"$. This value can be predicted from the Gauss-
ian behavior of the displacements in the ballistic and diffu-
sive regimes. If Gs(r,t) is a Gaussian, g0,m(t)/g0(t) is given
by54

g0,m! t "
g0! t "

"1(
4

0.065!91
!x*"3/2e$x*, !6"

where x* is determined by the normalization condition
(4/!1)2x*

- dxx2 exp($x2)"0.065. This yields x*!3.6136 so
that g0,m(t)/g0(t)!3.143.

At intermediate times, g0,m(t)/g0(t) is larger than 3.14
and behaves qualitatively in the same way as %2 #Fig.
3!c"$.55 In particular, g0,m(t)/g0(t) exhibits a maximum at t
"t%2* , the amplitude of which increases with decreasing T .
This illustrates again that the most mobile monomers move
farther than expected for a random walk. The difference in
mobility between all and the fastest monomers grows on
cooling and is most pronounced in the late-)/early-% regime.

Figures 3!a" and 3!b" also show g0,m(t/ ,t), which illus-
trates how the monomers that are mobile at t/ move at other
times. As found in other simulated liquids,24 the mobile
monomers do not belong to a special class of particles that

are always faster than the average, since the system is er-
godic. Rather they behave as the average for t)t/ , acceler-
ate as t approaches t/ , and finally relax back to the average
for t*t/ . This cycle is symmetric on a log-scale at T"1 if
t/%t%2* , i.e., in the subdiffusive regime #inset of Fig. 3!a"$.
Similar behavior is found at T"0.46 for times beyond the
plateau in the subdiffusive regime #inset of Fig. 3!b"$. How-
ever, the cycle is fairly asymmetric in the )-regime. If t/ is
at the beginning of the plateau #curve indicated by an arrow
at t/.1 in Fig. 3!b"$, the monomer accelerates fast, but
takes a long time to relax back to g0(t), whereas the behav-
ior is opposite if t/ is in the %-relaxation regime #curve in-
dicated by an arrow at t/.2600 in Fig. 3!b"$.

C. Mobile monomers and the role
of chain connectivity

The previous subsection discussed the motion of mobile
monomers without distinguishing whether or not they are
connected to each other. The interplay of connectivity and
mobility is one of the main issues we wish to address. Intu-
itively, one may expect that the bonds in a chain provide a
preferred direction along which mobility can be ‘‘transmit-
ted.’’ To investigate this polymer-specific effect we calculate
the mean contiguous segment length Nc ,m(t), which is de-
fined as the average number of mobile monomers that are
consecutively bonded to each other on a given polymer
chain, averaged over all chains that contain at least one mo-
bile monomer. Figure 4 illustrates this definition and shows
that there can be multiple contiguous segments on a single
chain.

FIG. 3. Comparison of various MSD’s at T"1 !a" and T"0.46 !b". The thick dashed curve is the average MSD, g0(t), of all monomers in the melt, whereas
the dash-dotted curve represents the MSD of all mobile monomers, g0,m(t). g0,m(t) results from the concatenation of the cusps of the thin solid curves. Each
of these solid curves shows the time evolution of g0,m(t/ ,t), which is obtained by averaging over all those monomers that have been found to be mobile at
t"t/ ("time when the cusp occurs". The vertical solid lines in both panels show the time t%2* where the non-Gaussian parameter %2 is maximum. In !b" the
vertical arrows indicate two times t/ , one at the beginning of the plateau (t/"1.038) and in the %-regime (t/"2634). The insets in !a" and !b" illustrate the
difference between the average MSD and that of the mobile particles by showing g0,m(t/ ,t)/g0(t) for t/ well beyond the ballistic regime. !c" compares
g0,m(t)/g0(t) to %2(t). The non-Gaussian parameter is shifted upward by 3.143 #dashed horizontal line, see Eq. !6"$. The vertical arrows indicate the time
when g0"Re

2 for T"1 and T"0.46, respectively.
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1. Correlations of mobile monomers in a chain
Figure 5 shows Nc ,m(t) for all temperatures studied. In

the ballistic regime we expect no correlations,25,31 and find
Nc ,m.1.06. The value Nc ,m.1.06 could also be obtained by
calculating Nc ,m after selecting 6.5% of monomers at random
and labeling them as ‘‘mobile.’’ Therefore, no significant dy-
namic correlations between bonded nearest neighbors exist
in the ballistic regime.

Beyond the ballistic regime Nc ,m(t) increases, but never
exceeds ,1.5 as long as t!t%2* . Thus, in the studied tem-
perature interval, the relaxation mechanism does not corre-
spond to the sliding motion of many consecutive monomers
along the backbone of the chain, since that would require
Nc ,m to be of order N . The small value of Nc ,m rather sug-
gests that the relaxation in the )-regime is predominantly
determined by the dense local packing of the melt and not by
chain connectivity. This is consistent with the degree to
which the ideal MCT for simple liquids is successful at de-
scribing the dynamics of polymer melts. However, this does
not imply that chain connectivity is completely irrelevant.
For T&0.7 !below the onset of caging", Nc ,m(t) exhibits a
maximum at tseg

max (%t%2* ) in the time window of the late-)/
early-% process. The maximum increases upon cooling to-
ward TMCT . Thus, the colder the melt, the larger the ten-
dency for the mobile monomers to be nearest neighbors in
the chain.

For times larger than tseg
max spatial correlations between

mobile monomers diminish. The length of the contiguous
segments relaxes back to a minimum. The minimum occurs
at tseg

min which roughly corresponds to the time where g0"1
!subdiffusive regime". For t&tseg

min , the crossover to free dif-
fusion takes place and Nc ,m continuously increases, possibly
converging to its upper limit N , because the displacement of
the center-of-mass is predicated upon a concomitant motion
of many monomers in the chain.

The occurrence of the maximum and the minimum sug-
gests that there are two relaxation mechanisms at low tem-
perature: One, occuring when Nc ,m(t) is a maximum, corre-
sponds to the cage-breaking process. Here, clustering of
highly mobile particles is most pronounced, irrespective of

whether they are bonded to each other or not.25 Cluster for-
mation related to cage breaking is also observed in a binary
LJ-mixture close to TMCT24 and in experiments on colloidal
suspensions close to the glass transition.14 Thus, chain con-
nectivity is not necessary for clustering. As in nonpolymeric
liquids, the clustering is rather a consequence of the self-
generated cooperativity between the local motion of the
caged monomers in the cold melt. To a large extent, this
cooperativity is lost as Nc ,m crosses over to the minimum.
The minimum and the subsequent steep rise, which corre-
spond to the second relaxation mechanism, are a signature of
Rouse-type, polymer-specific dynamics because they are, at
least as precursors, already present at T"1 where no caging
occurs.

2. Mobile end monomers
In addition to Nc ,m we also analyzed the mobility of end

monomers as compared to central monomers in polymer
chains by calculating the fraction f e ,m of mobile monomers
that are end monomers. Figure 6!a" shows the time evolution
of Nf e ,m/2 for all temperatures. The factor N/2 takes into
account that the a priori probability of finding an end mono-
mer among the N monomers of a chain is 2/N . If the mobil-
ity of the ends cannot be distinguished from the average,
Nf e ,m/2 should be 1. This is the case in the ballistic regime,
where the monomers are independent of each other, and in
the diffusive regime, where they follow the motion of the
center-of-mass. At intermediate times, however, we find
Nf e ,m/2&1, and hence chain ends are more mobile than in-
ner monomers.

We compare Nf e ,m/2 with the ratio ge(t)/g0(t), where
ge(t) is the MSD of the end monomers #Fig. 6!b"$. The time
dependence of Nf e ,m/2 closely agrees with that of
ge(t)/g0(t). This implies that the qualitative relationship be-
tween the motion of the mobile ends and that of all mobile
monomers is not different from the average behavior of the
melt. However, there are quantitative differences. For times
outside the ballistic and diffusive regimes Nf e ,m(t)/2 is
larger than ge(t)/g0(t), except in the window of the inter-
mediate plateau !MCT )-process", where Nf e ,m(t)/2
.ge(t)/g0(t).

FIG. 5. Mean contiguous segment length Nc ,m(t) vs time for all tempera-
tures. Besides T"1 !dashed curve" and T"0.46 !dash-dotted curve" the
following temperatures are shown !solid curves from left to right": T
"0.7, 0.65, 0.6, 0.55, 0.52, 0.5, 0.48, 0.47. For T"1 and T"0.46, the open
squares indicate t%2* and the arrows indicate the time when g0"Re

2 .

FIG. 4. A schematic diagram showing how the average length of contiguous
segments of mobile monomers, Nc ,m(t/), is defined. Assume that, at time
t/ , only the shaded monomers are considered to be mobile. The first two
monomers constitute a contiguous segment of length 2, then there are five
nonmobile monomers, followed by another contiguous segment of length 3.
So, the average length of contiguous mobile segments is Nc ,m(t/)"2.5.
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When leaving the ballistic regime ge /g0 first increases.
This increase can be understood by the short-time expansion
of the MSD of monomer i40

*#ri! t "$ri!0 "$2+"2t%
0

t
dt!& 1$

t!
t ' *vi! t "•vi!0 "+

.3Tt2(1$
*"Fi"2+
36T t2)! t small",

where *vi(t)•vi(0)+ is the velocity auto-correlation function
and Fi the total force on monomer i . Since an end is only
bonded to one monomer, Fi is smaller than for inner mono-
mers. Thus, one expects ge /g0&1 !and also Nf e ,m/2&1) for
times just outside the ballistic regime. In our model the ratio
continues to increase up to a maximum that occurs around
t.0.13. This is close to the time where the velocity auto-
correlation function becomes negative.32 The inversion of the
initial direction of the velocity is caused by rebounding col-
lisions between a monomer and its neighbors. It is typical of
dense liquids and must occur in the same way for end and
inner monomers. Therefore, the difference in mobility should
diminish and ge /g0 should decrease. In fact, the simulation
shows that, for longer times, ge /g0 first decreases toward a
minimum and then, at about t.t%2* , crosses over to a steep
rise. The rise reaches a maximum close to the time where the
MSD of the center-of-mass equals Rg

2 . This roughly corre-
sponds to the Rouse time 3R

52 of our model. Thereafter, the
transition to free diffusion takes place.

The enhanced mobility of the end monomers for t&t%2*
is not unexpected. The Rouse theory predicts ge /g0"2 in
the time regime where the monomer displacement follows a
t1/2 behavior !i.e., for t&3R).52 In the present simulation, the
maximum of ge /g0 is smaller than 2, partially due to short
chain effects. Longer chains may attain the Rouse prediction
more closely if entanglements can be neglected.39

The double-peak structure of ge /g0 is present at all tem-
peratures. When cooling the melt toward TMCT two addi-
tional features can be observed: First, the second peak !%-
relaxation" strongly shifts to longer times. This is the
signature of the slowing down of structural relaxation. Sec-
ond, the curves collapse in the time window of the minimum
which deepens and evolves into a protracted plateau with

decreasing T . Previous analysis34,35,37,38 showed that this
time window corresponds to the MCT )-process where one
expects temporary intermittence of particle motion due to the
cage effect.2,56 In the )-regime, gn(t) is close to the local-
ization length 6rn ,c

2 ,2,39,56

gn! t ""6rn ,c
2 $6hnG! t " !n"0,e ". !7"

Here, only the )-correlator G(t) depends on time and tem-
perature, whereas the other parameters rn ,c and hn are inde-
pendent of T !close to TMCT). Since 6hnG(t) represents a
small correction to 6rn ,c

2 , Eq. !7" suggests ge /g0
.(re ,c /r0,c)2 (!1.046) in the time window of the
)-relaxation. Figure 6 shows that ge /g0 and Nf e ,m/2 are in-
deed close to 1 in this time window. This illustrates that the
different bonding of end and inner monomers does not cru-
cially alter the dynamics in the )-regime. Here, the relax-
ation is determined by the local packing of a monomer and
its nearest neighbors, which is !almost" the same for end and
inner monomers !in our model".

D. Stringlike motion

The cluster analysis of Ref. 25 showed that the results
for the spatial correlations between highly mobile monomers
closely resemble those found in a binary Lennard-Jones
mixture.24 References 23 and 24 also reveal that, in binary LJ
liquids, the clusters are composed of smaller objects called
‘‘strings,’’ which are sets of highly mobile particles that
move in quasi-one-dimensional paths, replacing one another
as they move. Following Ref. 24, any two mobile monomers
i and j are considered to be in the same string if

min# "ri! t "$rj!0 "", "rj! t "$ri!0 ""$'4 . !8"

This equation means that monomer i moved from ri(0) to
ri(t) in time t , while the other monomer j simultaneously
approached the initial position of i within a sphere of radius
4. 4 must be sufficiently smaller than the Lennard-Jones di-
ameter 5 ("1) to guarantee that j unambiguously replaces
i . For the binary LJ-mixture, a good choice was 4"0.6.23

For the polymer model under consideration we find that
Eq. !8" with 4"0.6 may, in a very small percentage of cases,
lead to ambiguities. With this choice of 4, more than one
monomer j can ‘‘replace’’ i simultaneously. If this happens

FIG. 6. !a" Fraction of mobile end monomers f e ,m vs t . f e ,m is multiplied by N/2 ("5) to account for the fact that there are only two ends per chain. Besides
T"1 !dashed curve" and T"0.46 !dash-dotted curve" the following temperatures are shown !solid curves from left to right": T"0.7, 0.65, 0.6, 0.55, 0.52, 0.5,
0.48, 0.47. For T"1 and T"0.46, the open squares indicate t%2* , the filled squares the time when g0"Re

2 . !b" Same as in !a", but for ge(t)/g0(t). ge(t) is
the MSD of the end monomers.
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frequently, a ‘‘string’’ may contain many Y-like portions, i.e.,
two monomers j are equally likely to occupy at time t the
initial position of i . To remove this ambiguity we use a
modified definition where any two mobile monomers i and j
are considered to belong to the same string if j replaces i and

i"arg min
6i""rj(t)$ri(0)"'47

# "rj! t "$ri!0 ""$ . !9"

That is, at any time t , i , and j are considered to be in the
same string only if the position of j at time t , rj(t), is within
a radius 4 of the old position of i , and also j has the shortest
distance from ri(0) when compared to that of all other po-
tentially replacing mobile monomers. Similarly, when i re-
places j , the monomers i and j are in the same string if

j"arg min
6 j ""ri(t)$rj(0)"'47

# "ri! t "$rj!0 ""$ . !10"

Compared to Eq. !8", Eqs. !9" and !10" are more stringent
criteria for identifying stringlike motion.57 However, the new
definition and Eq. !8" give the same result for 4&0.45. For
4"0.6 we found Y-like ambiguities in 1%, and for 4"0.55
only in 0.2%, of the replacements. Although these ambigu-
ities are relatively uncommon, we wish to avoid them as
much as possible while still using a definition close to that
used in Ref. 23. Thus, 4"0.55 is chosen for the subsequent
analysis.

Once strings are identified at any time t , their transient
nature and T-dependence may be studied by calculating the
mean string length. There are two different definitions that
may have relevance here. One definition is provided by the
weight averaged string length *s(t)+w , defined by58

*s+w"
0s"1

- s2P!s "
0s"1

- sP!s "
, !11"

where s8s(t) and P(s) are the string length and the prob-
ability of finding a string of length s , respectively. This defi-
nition is relevant in the context of percolation theory, which
was used to analyze clusters of mobile monomers in Ref. 25.
For completeness, we present the results for *s(t)+w in Ap-
pendix A.

A second definition is the number averaged string length
*s(t)+ , defined by58

*s+"
0s"1

- sP!s "
0s"1

- P!s "
, !12"

where 0s"1
- P(s)"1. This definition arises in the context of

equilibrium polymers, which we discuss later in this section
as it appears to be relevant to the present study. Thus it is this
definition on which we focus in this section. Additionally, in
order to investigate whether or not chain connectivity favors
the formation of strings, and to understand the interplay of
connectivity and mobility, we calculate the number averaged
string length *sseg(t)+ of contiguous segments of mobile
monomers in a chain. The comparison of the two quantities
should reveal the contribution of chain connectivity to the
formation of strings.

Figure 7 shows the time evolution of *s(t)+ and
*sseg(t)+. Qualitatively, both quantities behave in the same
way. At short times, *s(t)+ and *sseg(t)+ are equal to one. A

string length of one means that the mobile monomers are
separated from each other, and do not replace other mobile
monomers when they move.59 For a replacement to occur the
shortest distance a monomer must travel is the nearest-
neighbor distance (.1) minus 4, which is roughly 0.45. Fig-
ure 3 shows that such a displacement (g0,m.0.2) occurs at
t.0.2 at T"1 and t.2 at T"0.46. These estimates are
close to the times at which *s(t)+ and *sseg(t)+ begin in-
creasing.

A string length larger than one implies that mobile
monomers tend to replace each other. This trend is present at
all temperatures, but becomes more pronounced on cooling.
When compared to the MSD of mobile monomers g0,m the
peak time tstr

max for *s(t)+ corresponds to a time where g0,m
.1 #see Fig. 3!a" or 3!b"$. Thus, *s(t)+ is maximum when a
mobile monomer moves on average a distance equal to its
size. With respect to the MSD of the bulk, this time corre-
sponds to the time when there is a crossover from a caging
regime to a subdiffusive regime, similar to what is observed
for other dynamical quantities as discussed in earlier sec-
tions.

For times larger than tstr
max , *sseg(t)+ relaxes back to its

initial value of one, whereas *s(t)+ asymptotically tends to a
slightly larger value (,1.04). This disparity is related to the
definitions of *s(t)+ and *sseg(t)+ which give rise to a differ-
ent large-t limit in the diffusive regime !see Appendix B".
Notice that the tstr

max occurs at a slightly later time than tclu
max .

In principle, one would expect the clusters of mobile mono-
mers and the strings they are comprised of to be maximum at
roughly the same time. This apparent discrepency is cur-
rently being investigated.60 In the present system, finite size
effects may occur at low T , where the clusters become larger
than the simulation cell. This could give an estimate of tclu

max

different from the asymptotic value. It is also possible that in
the present systems, tstr

max is larger than tclu
max because there

may be a time delay for mobile particles to rearrange them-

FIG. 7. Average string length *s(t)+ of all mobile monomers and average
string length in contiguous segments of mobile monomers *sseg(t)+ vs t with
replacement parameter 4"0.55. The temperatures shown are !from left to
right": T"1, 0.7, 0.65, 0.6, 0.55, 0.52, 0.5, 0.48, 0.47, 0.46. The dotted
vertical lines in the lower panel indicate the time when %2 is maximum for
T"1 (t%2* "0.766) and T"0.46 (t%2* "100.894), whereas the dashed verti-
cal line indicates the time tclu

max when the cluster size is maximum for T
"0.46 (tclu

max"65.85). A string length of one corresponds to an isolated
mobile monomer, i.e., no ‘‘bond’’ could be formed between two mobile
monomers via the replacement criterion of Eqs. !9" and !10". Figure 10
shows that despite the small average string length, large strings containing
up to 12 monomers occur with significant probability.
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selves in a special one-dimensional path. In any case, despite
this small difference in the peak times, both tstr

max and tclu
max

occur in the late-)/early-% relaxation regime when particles
begin to break out of their cage. !The different relaxation
times discussed in this work are compiled in Appendix C and
their dependence on temperature is compared."

To understand the role of chain connectivity on strings,
we compare *sseg(tstr

max)+ and *s(tstr
max)+ in Fig. 8 by taking the

ratio of the two quantities. A ratio near one !unless both the
numerator and denominator are equal to one" implies that the
strings are the result of consecutively bonded pairs, i.e., that
monomers moving in strings actually move along the back-
bone of the chain to which they belong, indicating an impor-
tant contribution from connectivity to the formation of
strings. On the other hand, a ratio close to zero implies that
stringlike motion occurs among nonbonded monomers and
that chain connectivity is insignificant. As indicated in the
figure, *sseg+/*s+ decreases as T approaches TMCT , suggest-
ing that chain connectivity becomes less important for string-
like motion at low T .

The previous analysis was performed with 4"0.55.
When introducing the criterion for defining strings we argued
that the precise choice of 4 is not crucial, as long as its value
is sufficiently small. To illustrate this point, Fig. 9 shows the
temperature dependence of the maximum average string
length, *s(tstr

max)+, for various 4. We find that the strings be-
come longer if 4 increases. This is expected, since more par-
ticles satisfy the "•"'4 condition. However, the qualitative
features are independent of 4. To support this point further
we invoke an analogy, first proposed in Ref. 23, between the
strings and equilibrium polymers61–63 !see also Ref. 64 and
references therein".

Equilibrium polymers are systems in which the bonds
between monomers are not permanent. They can constantly
break and recombine at random points along the backbone of
a chain. In chemical equilibrium a melt of these self-
assembling polymers is characterized by an exponential dis-
tribution of chain lengths, P(s),exp($s/*s+) !if s is large",
and by a mean chain length that increases exponentially with
the energy E gained by bond formation, *s+9exp(E/T).

In our context, the mobile monomers also self-assemble
into chains, driven by the sluggish dynamics of the cold
melt. The dynamically created bonds can break and recom-
bine at any instant. They are more likely to form, and thus
‘‘stronger,’’ the larger the choice of 4. This suggests a corre-
spondence between 4 and E , the simplest assumption being
E94 . Figure 9 shows that this assumption is not unrealistic.
Despite the disparity between the theoretical premise of long
chains and the relative shortness of our strings, a reasonable
superposition of string lengths, found for various 4 and T , is
obtained. This implies that any of the values for 4 presented
could have been chosen for the present analysis.

From the analogy with equilibrium polymers one ex-
pects that the strings have an exponential distribution. Figure
10 shows the distribution of the string length s found at tstr

max .
At the highest temperature, T"1, P(s) is an exponential and
decreases rapidly with increasing s . The most frequent string
lengths are s"1,2. Their probability remains essentially un-
changed on cooling, whereas longer strings occur much more
frequently for T'1. The tail of the distribution appears to
remain exponential, further supporting the possible interpre-
tation of strings in the same context as equilibrium polymers.
Similar observations of exponential distributions were also
made in simulations of a binary LJ mixture.23

The weight averaged string length *s(t)+w is presented
in Appendix A. We find that *s(t)+w and the number average
*s(t)+ behave qualitatively in the same way, but are quanti-
tatively different. This difference characterizes the variance
of the string length distribution because

*!s$*s+"2+
*s+2

"
*s+w
*s+

$1, !13"

where *•+ denotes the number average #see Eq. !12"$. The
ratio *s+w /*s+, shown in Fig. 11, is referred to as the ‘‘poly-
dispersity index’’ in the context of polymerization. We find
that the strings are most polydisperse for times of the late-)/
early-% process and that this maximum of polydispersity in-
creases with decreasing T .

In carrying out this analysis, the question arises as to
whether a string of length one should be included or not in

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the ratio of *sseg(tstr
max)+ and *s(tstr

max)+.
tstr
max is the peak time of *sseg+ and *s+ at different temperatures. TMCT

"0.45.

FIG. 9. Left panel: average string length *s+ vs T for
various 4 #see Eqs. !9" and !10"$. The string length is
calculated at tstr

max , where it is maximum. Right panel:
rescaling of *s+ as suggested by the analogy with equi-
librium polymers !see text for details". A satisfactory
collapse of the data for all T and 4 is obtained except
for T"1, the temperature below which supercooled liq-
uid dynamics occurs in this model. At this temperature,
strings larger than 1 occur very seldomly !see Fig. 10".
The dashed straight line is a fit through the data for T
&0.7, yielding ln*s+"$0.23(0.734/T .
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the calculation of mean string lengths. One may argue that
s"1 should be excluded from the calculation since by defi-
nition stringlike motion requires one mobile monomer to re-
place another, and hence is not really defined for s'2. In
other words, a ‘‘string’’ of length one indicates a mobile
monomer not moving in a string based on the criterion used.
To address this issue, we calculate the time evolution of
*s(t)+ by excluding strings of size one !see Appendix A", for
comparison. We find no qualitative difference between the
two cases, but in the absence of s"1 the mean string length
is accordingly larger. Therefore, to maintain the analogy of
strings to equilibrium polymerization, in which polymers of
length one are included, we restrict our discussion to the
mean values that include s"1 and are calculated using the
number average.

E. Directional correlations between neighboring
mobile monomers

The above analysis shows that mobile monomers follow
each other, replacing one another in one-dimensional paths

and forming strings of different sizes whose mean value is a
maximum at a time tstr

max . Since typical displacements of mo-
bile monomers in this time regime are still fairly local !see
Fig. 3", a replacement is most likely to occur between nearest
neighbors. In the remaining part of this section, we thus con-
centrate on neighboring mobile monomers and explore their
correlated motion in further detail. In particular, we address
the directional aspect of correlations between mobile mono-
mers that are bonded or nonbonded.

Let monomers i and j be nearest neighbors at t"0 and
mobile at some later time t . We define i to be a nearest
neighbor of j if their initial distance is within the first neigh-
bor shell of the pair-distribution function, i.e., "rj(0)
$ri(0)"'1.5.35 The same definition was also used in Ref.
25. To simplify the notation we write for the distance be-
tween two neighbors at time t"0

ri j"rj!0 "$ri!0 ", !14"

and for the displacement of monomer i in time t

di! t ""ri! t "$ri!0 ". !15"

We can define the following angles:

:#di! t ",ri j$"arccos( di! t "•ri j"di! t """ri j"
) , :#di! t ",ri j$!#0,1$

!16"
and

:#di! t ",dj! t "$"arccos( di! t "•dj! t ""di! t """dj! t ""
) ,

:#di! t ",dj! t "$!#0,1$ . !17"

These definitions are illustrated in Fig. 12. The first
angle #Eq. !16"$ was proposed in Ref. 23. It indicates to what
extent a mobile monomer is displaced, at time t , in a direc-
tion parallel to a vector connecting its initial position to that
of one of its neighbors which is also mobile at time t . The
second angle #Eq. !17"$ measures the correlations between
the displacements di(t) and dj(t) of the monomers at time
t . Thus, it shows the extent of directional correlation be-
tween any two neighboring mobile monomers. For both
bonded and nonbonded nearest-neighbor pairs we computed
the probability distributions Pd ,r(:#di(t),ri j$) and
Pd ,d(:#di(t),dj(t)$) normalized by the probability for iso-
tropic, uncorrelated displacements65

P iso!:"" 1
2 sin!:". !18"

FIG. 10. Semi-log plot of the probability distribution P(s) of the string
length s for various T . P(s) is calculated at t"t str

max where *s+ is maximum.
All data sets exhibit !roughly" exponential behavior. Inset: P(s) rescaled by
the mean value *s+ vs s/*s+. In addition to the temperatures T"0.46, 0.47,
0.48, 0.50, 0.52, 0.55 for 4"0.55 the graph also includes T"0.46 and 0.55
for both 4"0.4 and 4"0.6. The scaling deteriorates if data at higher T is
included.

FIG. 11. The ‘‘polydispersity index’’ given by the ratio of the weight aver-
aged string length *s(t)+w and the number averaged string length *s(t)+
plotted as a function of time for all temperatures. The temperatures shown
are !from left to right": T"1, 0.7, 0.65, 0.6, 0.55, 0.52, 0.5, 0.48, 0.47, 0.46.
The vertical dotted lines indicate t%2* "0.766 and t%2* "100.894 for T"1 and
T"0.46, respectively. For T"0.46 the vertical dashed line shows
tclu
max ("65.85), the vertical solid t str

max ("236.26).

FIG. 12. Left panel: Definition of :#di(t),ri j$ , Eq. !16". Right panel: Defi-
nition of :#di(t),dj(t)$ , Eq. !17". In both panels, the dashed circles depict
the position of the mobile monomers i and j at t"0, whereas the shaded
circles represent their positions at time t . The vectors ri j and di(t) are
defined by Eqs. !14" and !15", respectively.
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Figure 13 shows the ratio Pd ,r(:)/P iso(:) at T"0.47 for
several selected times !the times are approximately uni-
formly distributed on a logarithmic scale." At the earliest and
the latest time, we find Pd ,r(:).P iso(:), consistent with the
expectation that the motion should be directionally uncorre-
lated in these limits. This behavior persists up to approxi-
mately t.0.1 for the short-time regime. For intermediate
times, displacements perpendicular to the axis ri j are sup-
pressed relative to P iso , whereas motion parallel to it is en-
hanced as indicated by large values near :"0 and :"180
#Pd ,r(:) is symmetric66$. This directional preference is par-
ticularly prominent in the late-)/early-% regime: as the
monomers escape from their cages, they tend to replace a
neighbor. Similar findings were reported in Ref. 23 for a LJ
mixture. Comparison between Figs. 13!a" and 13!b" shows
that this directional correlation is more pronounced for
bonded mobile monomers.

To ascertain the influence of temperature on the time
evolution of this directionally correlated motion, we find that
a direct comparison of the probability distributions obscures
the details, since the graphs become fairly crowded and hide
the main trends. Thus another averaged quantity, which is
sensitive to preferential motion in the direction parallel to
ri j , is proposed. One choice is

Cd ,r! t ""
1
1 %

0

1
"cos!:#di! t ",ri j$ ""

+
Pd ,r!:#di! t ",ri j$ "

P iso!:#di! t ",ri j$ "
d:#di! t ",ri j$$

2
1
. !19"

We use the absolute value of the cosine because the prob-
ability distribution is symmetric about 90°. In order to set
Cd ,r(t)"0 for isotropically distributed displacement direc-
tions, we subtract (1/1)20

1"cos :"d:"2/1 . The resulting
quantity measures deviations, in terms of directional correla-
tions, from isotropic behavior and enables us to perform a
time-resolved comparison for different T . Note that Eq. !19"
is not an expectation value because the ratio Pd ,r /P iso is not
a probability distribution. If di and ri j are perfectly parallel
to each other, Cd ,r diverges.

Figure 14 depicts the time and temperature dependence
of Cd ,r for both bonded and nonbonded nearest neighbors.
Several observations can be inferred from this figure: First,
for all T the displacement of the mobile monomers is isotro-
pic in the ballistic regime and for times in the %-regime
provided that di*1.5 !for T"1 and 0.46 this implies t&10
and t&104, respectively; see Fig. 3". Second, at intermediate
times the motion of mobile monomers shows an enhanced
tendency to replace a nearest neighbor. This tendency is
present at all T , but increases on cooling toward TMCT . It is
maximum in the late-)/early-% regime. Third, the propensity
of displacements along the nearest-neighbor axis is more
pronounced if the neighbor is directly bonded to the mobile
monomer. These findings concur with those of Fig. 13, but in
addition demonstrate the T-dependence.

For :#di(t),dj(t)$ we define a similar quantity to mea-
sure the tendency of mobile neighbors to follow each other at
time t

FIG. 13. Probability distribution Pd ,r(:#di(t),ri j$) of the angle between the
displacement vector of a mobile monomer di(t) and of the vector ri j be-
tween the initial positions of the monomer and of its mobile neighbor j . Pd ,r
is divided by the probability P iso for isotropic motion. The upper figure
presents the results for bonded nearest neighbors, the lower for nonbonded
nearest neighbors. In both cases, T"0.47. The times shown are separated
from each other roughly by a factor of 10: t"0.098 !.first maximum of
f e ,m), t"1.016 !beginning of the )-regime", t"9.014 !center
of the )-regime, where g0!6r0,c

2 ), t"93.33 ("tseg
max), t"1541.7 ("tseg

min),
t"104 ("̂g0&Rg

2).

FIG. 14. Cd ,r(t) vs time for all T . Cd ,r measures the tendency of a mobile
particle to replace a mobile nearest neighbor at time t #Eq. !19"$. !a" and !b"
present the results for nonbonded and bonded nearest neighbors. In both
panels, the vertical dotted lines indicate the times t%2* for T"1 (t%2*
"0.766) and for T"0.46 (t%2* "100.894), whereas the dashed vertical line
indicates the time tclu

max when mean cluster size, calculated in Ref. 25, is
maximum for T"0.46 (tclu

max"65.85). The following temperatures are shown
!curves from left to right": T"1, 0.7, 0.65, 0.6, 0.55, 0.52, 0.5, 0.48, 0.47,
0.46.
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Cd ,d! t ""
1
1 %

0

1
cos!:#di! t ",dj! t "$ "

+
Pd ,d!:#di! t ",dj! t "$ "

P iso!:#di! t ",dj! t "$ "
d:#di! t ",dj! t "$ , !20"

which gives zero for uncorrelated motion and diverges to
(- if the mobile neighbors follow each other in perfect
alignment !or to $- for antiparallel motion".

Figure 15 depicts Cd ,d(t) for all temperatures. Beyond
the ballistic regime Cd ,d(t) is positive for both bonded and
nonbonded mobile monomers. The positive value implies
that small angles between the displacements di(t) and dj(t)
are more likely than expected for isotropic motion.67 Thus,
mobile monomers have an enhanced tendency to follow each
other for all times outside the ballistic regime. This tendency
is particularly pronounced at t.1, which corresponds to the
early )-relaxation at low temperatures, and for t*t%2* , where
the monomer displacements are determined first by chain
connectivity and later by the diffusion of the center-of-mass.
In the diffusive regime one expects Cd ,d(t) to be large. After
large times many monomers have moved in similar direc-
tions so that the center-of-mass advances substantially. Much
before the diffusive regime, however, Cd ,d(t) first ‘‘grows’’
and then ‘‘shrinks’’ as the observation time increases. A clue
to interpret this behavior is obtained by calculating the ratio
of the bonded (b) and the nonbonded (nb) neighbors. We
find that Cd ,d

b (t)/Cd ,d
nb (t),ge(t)/g0(t) !see Fig. 6 for com-

parison". The difference between Cd ,d
b (t) and Cd ,d

nb (t) is large
for t.0.1 and for t%2* !t!3R , where the mean-square dis-
placement of the end monomers is enhanced compared to the
average displacement. It is plausible that a highly mobile end
monomer will trigger large displacements of the neighbor
connected to it and bias this displacement in the direction of
its own motion. This effect is strongly suppressed in the
)-regime, where ge(t) and g0(t) are alike. For 1!t!t%2* ,
Cd ,d
b (t)/Cd ,d

nb (t). constant, comparable to ge /g0 .

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We presented a detailed analysis of the local dynamics of
a simulated equilibrium polymer melt approaching its glass
transition. Our analysis utilizes the 6.5% of monomers with
the largest displacement at some time t . These monomers are
called ‘‘mobile.’’ For this subensemble, we addressed the fol-
lowing questions: !1" Do the mobile monomers follow each
other in a stringlike fashion, as observed for a binary LJ-

FIG. 16. Recapitulating the comparison of the time dependence of various
quantities discussed in this paper. In all cases, the temperature is T"0.46
(TMCT!0.45). The upper figure shows the non-Gaussian parameters %2 and
%2
p . These quantities are averages over all monomers and all chains in the
melt. The other quantities shown are calculated from the 6.5% of highly
mobile monomers. They are: the fraction of mobile end-monomers Nf e ,m/2,
the average string length *s+, the average length of mobile contiguous seg-
ments of a chain Nc ,m , and the cosine of the angle between the displacement
of a mobile monomer and the vector to one of its nearest mobile neighbors
in the chain Cd ,r

b . The vertical dotted lines indicate the time of the first peak
of Nf e ,m/2 (t"0.1104), the time t%2* ("100.894) where %2 is maximum,
whereas the vertical dashed line indicates the time tclu

max when the clusters
formed by the subset of mobile monomers is largest for T"0.46 (tclu

max

"65.85) !Ref. 25". These times are also included in the lower figure !verti-
cal dotted resp. dashed lines". This figure shows the MSD of all monomers
g0 , of the mobile monomers g0,m , and of the center-of-mass g3 . The
behavior in the ballistic (,t2), the subdiffusive (,t0.65) and the diffusive
regimes (,t) are indicated by solid lines. The horizontal dashed lines depict
6r0,c

2 !Lindemann localization length r0,c!0.095 for g0), the radius of gy-
ration Rg

2 ("2.09), and the end-to-end distance Re
2 ("12.3).

FIG. 15. Cd ,d(t) vs time for all T . Cd ,d measures the tendency of two
neighboring mobile particles to follow each other at time t #Eq. !20"$. !a"
and !b" present the results for nonbonded and bonded nearest neighbors. In
both panels, the vertical dotted lines indicate the times t%2* for T"1 (t%2*
"0.766) and for T"0.46 (t%2* "100.894), whereas the open squares mark
the times when ge /g0 reaches its second maximum (t!92 for T"1, t
!33361 for T"0.46; see Fig. 6". The dashed vertical line in both panels
indicates the time tclu

max when mean cluster size, calculated in Ref. 25, is
maximum for T"0.46 (tclu

max"65.85). The following temperatures are shown
!curves from left to right": T"1, 0.7, 0.65, 0.6, 0.55, 0.52, 0.5, 0.48, 0.47,
0.46.
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mixture? !2" If yes, what are the properties of these dynamic
strings? !3" What is the influence of chain connectivity on
this correlated motion?

The answers to these questions may be summarized as
follows !see Fig. 16":

!i" There is an intermediate time interval in which string-
like motion is most pronounced. In the cold melt this
interval corresponds to the late-)/early-% process;

!ii" the average string length *s(t)+ is maximum at a time
tstr
max that is slightly later than the time when clusters
formed by the mobile particles are largest.25 Close to
TMCT , the temperature dependence of tstr

max is approxi-
mately the same as that of the inverse diffusion coef-
ficient 1/D !the product Dtstr

max.const, see Appendix
C", which was shown in Ref. 31 to scale differently
from the %-relaxation time when fitted to the power
law of the MCT. The similarity in the scaling between
tstr
max and 1/D is not unexpected, because tstr

max is ex-
tracted from the dynamics of monomers with the larg-
est displacements, while these monomers are most
likely the ones that determine the diffusion behavior,
and hence D;

!iii" the maximum string length *s(tstr
max)+ increases with

decreasing T , approximately in an exponential fash-
ion !Fig. 9". The distribution of string lengths s at any
T is roughly exponential !Fig. 10". These findings are
identical to those observed in a LJ mixture,23 and sug-
gest an analogy between strings and equilibrium poly-
mers, as proposed in Ref. 23;

!iv" the average string length remains fairly small on cool-
ing. Even at T"0.46, *s(tstr

max)+.2 !calculated by in-
cluding s"1), although strings as long as 12 mono-
mers are observed;

!v" an important contribution to correlated motion comes
from chain connectivity. A monomer tends to replace
one of its bonded neighbors !see Fig. 7 and Cd ,r

b in
Fig. 16". However, mobility is not concentrated along
the backbone of some chains. If this was the case, the
average string length calculated for the monomers of
a chain only, *sseg+ !Fig. 7", and the average length of
mobile contiguous segments, Nc ,m , should be of the
order of the chain length N . Therefore, a relaxation
mechanism in which mobile monomers are connected
to each other and slide along the backbone of the
chain is unlikely.
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APPENDIX A: WEIGHT AND NUMBER AVERAGED
STRING LENGTHS

To compare the weight averaged string length *s(t)+w
with the number averaged string length *s(t)+, discussed in
Fig. 7, we show here the time evolution of *s+w , which is
calculated using Eq. !11", for different T . It is apparent from
the figure #Fig. 17!a"$ that *s(t)+w is qualitatively the same
as *s(t)+.

To address the issue of including or excluding strings of
size s"1, in Fig. 17!b" we show the number averaged string
length *s(t)+ for several T calculated by excluding s"1.
This calculation yields a similar result to that obtained by
including strings with size s"1, but the number average and
the weight average !not shown" take larger values when s
"1 is excluded #compare Figs. 7 and 17!b"$.

APPENDIX B: LARGE TIME LIMIT OF THE NUMBER
AVERAGED STRING LENGTHS

For long times the average string length of contiguous
segments of mobile monomers, *sseg(t)+ , tends to 1, whereas
the average string length of all mobile monomers, *s(t)+,
approaches a slightly larger value (,1.04) !see Figs. 4 and 7
for an illustration of the string lengths". We can explain this
difference by the following argument: Let P4("ri(t)
$rj(0)"'4) denote the probability that a mobile monomer i
at time t approaches the initial position of another mobile
monomer j to within the range 4 . Then, (0.065M$1)P4 is
the average number of mobile monomers that satisfy the cri-
terion of string formation. Hence, the average string length is
given by

*s! t "+"1(!0.065M$1 "P4 . !B1"

FIG. 17. !a" Weight averaged string length *s(t)+w of
all mobile monomers vs t . !b" Number averaged string
length *s(t)+ of all mobile monomers vs t calculated by
excluding strings of size 1. In both figures, the tempera-
tures shown are !from left to right": T"1, 0.7, 0.65, 0.6,
0.55, 0.52, 0.5, 0.48, 0.47, 0.46. The dotted vertical
lines in both panels indicate the time when %2 is maxi-
mum for T"1 (t%2* "0.766) and T"0.46 (t%2*
"100.894). The dashed vertical line indicates the time
tclu
max when the weight averaged cluster size, calculated
in Ref. 25, is maximum for T"0.46 (tclu

max"65.85).
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For P4 we can write

P4"%
;'4

d;*4!#ri! t "$rj!0 "$$;"+

"%
;'4

d;* % dri! t "drj!0 "4!#ri! t "$rj!0 "$$;"

+Gs!ri! t "$ri!0 ",t "( (

M g!ri!0 "$rj!0 "") + ! t large",

!B2"
where Gs(r,t) and g(r) are the self-part of the van Hove
correlation function and the pair-distribution function, re-
spectively. Since (g(ri j)/M is the probability density that
the two monomers are initially at a distance ri j"ri(0)
$rj(0), and Gs(ri(t)$ri(0),t) is the probability density for
the displacement ri(t)$ri(0), the product (gGs /M gives
the probability density for the vector ri(t)$rj(0), provided
the displacement of monomer j is not correlated with ri(0).
This condition can only be valid for large times. If we per-
form the integral over the 4-function and use the homogene-
ity of space, we obtain

P4"
(

M %
;'4

d;% dri jGs!ri j(; ,t "g!ri j" ! t large".

!B3"
In the diffusive regime the van Hove function is vanishingly
small for distances where g(r) varies appreciably. Thus, we
may replace g(r) by its large-r limit. This limit is 0 for the
polymer pair-distribution function35 so that *sseg+"1,
whereas it is 1 in the case of the melt. Furthermore, since Gs
is a normalized Gaussian, the integral over ri j just gives 1.
Thus, we find P4"((/M )(4143/3). Together with Eq. !B1"
this yields

*s+"1(
41!0.065M$1 "43

3M ( . !B4"

Using 4"0.55 and M"1020, ("0.9058 at T"1 as well as
M"1200, ("1.0378 at T"0.46 we find *s+"1.040 and
*s+"1.046 at T"1 and 0.46, respectively. These estimates
are in good agreement with the simulation data of Fig. 7 at
large times.

APPENDIX C: CHARACTERISTIC TIMES

Quantities such as %2(t) or Nc ,m(t), exhibit a maximum
at some time in the window of the %-process. Ideal mode
coupling theory predicts that, in principle, any time in the
%-regime may be chosen as a characteristic relaxation time
of the %-process !see, e.g., Refs. 2 and 56". That is, the
theory suggests that the relaxation times 3X of different
quantities ‘‘X’’ should only differ in prefactors, but scale
with temperature in the same way

3X"3X
0 & T$TMCT

TMCT
' $<

!T!TMCT
( ". !C1"

Provided that T is sufficiently close to TMCT , the exponent <
is predicted to be independent of X . Contrary to that, the

range of validity of Eq. !C1", i.e., the highest temperature up
to which the power law is observable, depends on X .51,68

Fits to simulation data often show that Eq. !C1" only
holds approximately.41,69 Very close to TMCT deviations oc-
cur in !almost" all systems !colloidal suspensions appear to
be an exception16,17,20". These deviations may be rationalized
in the framework of MCT by relaxation mechanisms other
than the cage effect that are not incorporated in the idealized
theory.70,71 In the remaining temperature interval where Eq.
!C1" can be applied, the fits often find the same result for
TMCT , whereas < can depend on X . For the present model,
for instance, the relaxation times derived from intermediate
scattering functions yield a < that decreases with the modu-
lus of the wave vector q and approaches <D , the exponent of
the diffusion coefficient, in the low-q limit.36,37 Since quan-
tities like the mean-square displacements or the non-
Gaussian parameters are related to the small-q behavior of
the intermediate scattering functions,39,51 we expect that re-
laxation times derived from these quantities exhibit a tem-
perature dependence that is compatible with <D , rather than
with the exponent found at the maximum of the static struc-
ture factor.

Figure 18 shows the temperature dependence of various
time scales introduced in this study, including also the time
tclu
max of Ref. 25 where the cluster size of mobile monomers is
maximum. As expected, deviations from the power law !C1"
are found for T close to TMCT !i.e., T$TMCT!0.02). For
larger temperatures the relaxation times roughly agree with
Eq. !C1". Within the !admittedly large" statistical uncertain-
ties of the data and perhaps with the exception of tclu

max which
seems to show a weaker increase25 the exponents are closer
to <D"1.84#0.0236 than to the result obtained at the maxi-
mum of the static structure factor (<.2.0934,35", as sug-
gested above.
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FIG. 18. Log–log plot of characteristic time scales vs T/TMCT$1 (TMCT
"0.45). The times are: t%2* !maximum of %2), t%2p

* !maximum of %2
p), tseg

max

!maximum of Nc ,m), tseg
min !minimum of Nc ,m), tclu

max !maximum of the cluster
size of mobile monomers; taken from Ref. 25", tstr

max !maximum of *s+ , see
Fig. 7", and tdisp* !a time where displacement–displacement correlation func-
tion is most pronounced; taken from Ref. 31". The solid lines labeled by the
power law !C1" indicate the temperature dependence of the %-relaxation
time resulting from a quantitative MCT analysis #<"2.09 !Refs. 34 and 35"$
and of the inverse diffusion coefficient #<"1.84 !Refs. 35 and 38"$.
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